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Let me introduce myself, this is
me. 
I feel like a turtle crossing
highways every day I go out in 
the State of México and suffer
like John Steinbeck’s turtle.

Seriously, be awere before
crossing a street in the State of 
Mexico.



At the end of 19th Century liberal governments lined with tres lanes
and roads all over Latin America. 

Nowadays in Mexico’s high lands none of them remains. New 
highways are done widening existing ones by felling the old tres and 
planting none instead.

The landscape is thus bare and grey. Pedestrians are daily confronted
with a harsh environment, just like John Steinbeck’s turtle.

Landscape architects are not taken into account to design new roads
neither to transplant grown trees.



Why am I concerned?
Because the group of 
people that
made the mess in the
Estate of México
is now ruling the entire
country…
And thus the future looks 
gloomy



The turtle’s path

Our new 
highways
have long
kilometers
with no 
pedestrian
crossing.



Pedestrians
are let at
driver’s
mercy,
as turning
right is always
allowed



No wander one
finds memorial 
crosses at death
spots.



They
love to 
bridge 
streets
and 
thus
block 
the
lane to 
suport
the
bridge

Let’s have a look:



Or they
don’t
put a 
column
where it
is really
needed. 

Costly
and
useless
bridges  
support
energy
towers
in Toluca



Or they sacrify trees in order to pass from 4 lanes to 5 (Avenida Tecnológico, Metepec)



Or they disappear local streets whenever a new high way splits the city (La Asunción y Vialidad Las Torres)

2010 2014



Or, they open highways through woods in this way, and then cover the batters with concrete
(Valle de Bravo 2009)  



Huisquilucan
2015

So, one
wanders
why no 
tunnels are 
done, 
in order to 
let nature, 
water, flora 
and fauna,
unaltered



COORDINACION DE PLANEACION, PROGRAMACION Y 

CONTROL TECNICO

Profesión: LICENCIADA EN GASTRONOMIA

Nombre: LIVIA CHAVEZ LOPEZ

Cargo:
JEFA DEL DEPARTAMENTO DE 

PLANEACION

http://portal2.edomex.gob.mx/secom/acerca_de_la_secretaria/directorio/index.htm

The explanation is here in the oficial site of the State of México Communication Infrastructure Secretary

The Chief is a Chef

But her chief, Apolinar Mena 
Vargas is a Bussinness
Administrator (dismissed last
Saturday on corruption charges)

At Federal level, Gerardo Ruiz Esparza is a 
Lawer and he is going to create a new 
Airport in the Lake of Texcoco!!!!!!!!!



Valora tu vida

MIND YOUR LIFE

Ponle límites a la distracción

FIX LIMITS TO YOUR DISTRACTION

Se responsable de tu vida

BE REPONSABLE FOR YOUR OWN LIFE

Crear conciencia está en todos

TO CREATE AWARENESS IS IN 
ALL OF US

This is rubbish, and a very distractful one

And I pressume there’s a bishop writting the signals along the highways in progress, let’s see:



37,000 trees were cut along
México-Toluca highway…

The banner below reads: We’ll plant
10 trees per each one fallen



Advertisements
even in the back 
of buses

State of 
México’s proms.

This is how untrained
bus drivers use the
new infrastructure



“With each new lane
I have more spare time
with my family”

Let’s judge whether this is true
or false (we may ask Jane Jacobs)



In 2009 we had a 
spacious intersection
in Zinacantepec.
Instead of inserting a 
green roundabout, a 
costly one-way
bridge was built and 
trees were lost as 
well as the
pedestrian bridge.

The area below the
bridge is an ugly
place, dirty and 
crowded with
vendors of all sorts.
As the street light 
still works as before
the bridge was
done…
so , it was
unnecessary & very
expensive

2009

2014



They love to 
move fast and 
in doing so 
they split the
city as 
continents
divided by
rivers.

Roundabouts
disappear as in 
between this
neighbourhood
at left and the
University
campus at
right in Toluca.

Now you can 
drive faster but
you can’t cross
the road. 2009 2013



Now, not
only in the
State of 
México,
but in 
Puebla as 
well, 
promotion
of public
buildings
may sky
rocket the
Governor
into
the
Presidency, 
he hopes.

Please
find
a tree



The same
style

Look 
at the
batter
and 
wait
till it
rains



The banner reads:

By pass 8

Ecological Highway

Please find a plant



Failed imitation: having taken the picture at left, I contacted the road’s
authorities in order that a larger space for this bus stop would be assined. 
The answer was: The place had been designed as an “English Turn”; cars drive on
the right hand side… so we can see two turtles wainting for the bus

20 cm



Failed interpretation of 
accessibility

Metepec, called “Magic Town” 
by the Government.

No wonder!



Pedestrians
are 
prevented
from crossing
along
kilometers by
concrete 
blocks during
years of
endless
construction

Failed
security
meassures



The previos picture
was taken
somewhere here:

Now, this “L A wanabe” could
have been solved by a green
roundabout.

Insted what looks green here
is absolutly paved surface.



But not always things were so bad, 1930s and 50s



Somewhere
below
Chapultepec’s
Castle in 
1940s



Back in the Estate of 
México, 
Paseo Tollocan, 
gateway to Toluca, 
created in 1973, was
our pride an joy…



Since 2003 it
has been
turned into a 
three lane high
way

Old willows cut down in 2003



2002 2003



Many
sleeping 
willos have
desappeared
as well as 
some old
trees at right.



Concrete 
replacement
2014

Eco-hostile fabric



Useless
Bridges.

This one
leads 
nowhere



We have been
divided by tunnels
at open air



And  beech palms are 
planted underneath
bridges in a plateau
2,700 meters high

(8,800 feet high)



Disregard for
Historic
landmarks

1652 bridge
Lerma river



High way in progress along Lerma river.  The compact lanes prevent water to reach the river, 
rottening vast plots. We can see the pumping from lower land into de river (in fact a canal, as 
there is no vegetation in the fringes).



During almost 500 years those two towns were communicated across the river.
Now, pedestrians can no longer come and go between the old towns. 
Since this highway was built, communication has been walled off. 

Old pedestrian and vehicle’s bridge

New car’s bridge

Highway behind the wall



In short: 

$

This
Administration
spends very
litle in 
pedestrian
infrastructure
and far too
much in lorry
infrastructure. 
So it’s priorities
are upside
down

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 



In 2010 these two
brave
mexicans landscape
architects
Were able to do a 
lovely access
way to San Juan del Río 
in Querétaro 
and managed to get an
ugly
bridge demolished !!!!

Desiree Martinez & Laura Alonso



Merci

Because roads, lanes and highways are part of the
heritage we leave in the landscape. 

They are also a mirror of our society.


